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Abstract

We discuss the bihamiltonian structure of the Metsaev-Tseytlin super-
string in AdS5 ×S5. We explicitly write down the boost-invariant symplec-
tic structure for the superstring in AdS5 × S5 and explain its relation to
the standard (canonical) symplectic structure. We discuss the geometrical
meaning of the boost-invariant symplectic structure for the bosonic string.
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1 Introduction

The most well-known example of the AdS/CFT correspondence is the duality be-
tween the Type IIB superstring in AdS5 × S5 and the N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory on R × S3. There is a substantial evidence that both planar
N = 4 Yang-Mills theory and the string worldsheet theory in AdS5×S5 are quan-
tum integrable systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. However at this time there is no satisfactory
treatment of the string worldsheet theory as a quantum integrable system. This is
partly because of the curved configuration space, but the main reason is perhaps
the conformal invariance. The technique for dealing with the conformally invari-
ant integrable systems has not been very well developed. And if we gauge fix the
conformal invariance by choosing a special set of worldsheet coordinates, such as
the light-cone gauge, then we also loose the relativistic invariance.

It turns out that the classical string in AdS5 × S5 is closely related to some
other integrable systems which do have a relativistic symmetry. A toy example is
the relation between the string on R × S2 and the sine-Gordon model. The sine-
Gordon model is a two-dimensional integrable relativistic field theory. On the level
of classical equations of motion the two models are essentially equivalent [5]. The
boost symmetries of the sine-Gordon model correspond to some hidden symmetries
of the classical string on R× S2 (to be more precise, these hidden symmetries act
on a string modulo the global rotations of S2). The Poisson structure of the
classical string is not invariant under these boosts. But as a classical integrable
system, string on R × S2 has an infinite family of Poisson brackets, which are in
some sense mutually compatible. One of these non-standard Poisson brackets is
boost-invariant, and in fact coincides with the sine-Gordon symplectic structure.

What we will do. In this paper we will explicitly write down the boost-
invariant symplectic structure for the superstring in AdS5 × S5 and explain its
relation to the standard (canonical) symplectic structure. We first derive the
canonical symplectic structure from the string worldsheet action. We then con-
struct some one-parameter group of symmetries of the classical solutions, which is
a generalization of the relativistic boosts of the sine-Gordon model. We find that
the canonical Poisson structure is not invariant under this one-parameter group of
symmetries. However, the canonical Poisson bracket can be written as a sum of
three terms:

{F,G}can = {F,G}[−2] + {F,G}[0] + {F,G}[2] (1)

where the middle term {F,G}[0] is boost-invariant, and the terms {, }[−2] and {, }[2]

have scaling degrees −2 and 2. This means that if Bλ is the boost transformation
with the parameter λ, then

{B∗
λF,B

∗
λG}

[±2] = λ±2{F,G}[±2] (2)
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We explicitly verify that the bracket {, }[0] satisfies the Jacobi identities. The
Jacobi identity for the canonical bracket (1) follows from its construction as a
canonical Poisson bracket. Then Eqs. (1) and (2) immediately imply that {, }[2]

and {, }[−2] also satisfy the Jacobi identities, and moreover are compatible with
{, }[0]. We then show that {, }[−2] can in fact be expressed in terms of {, }[0] and
{, }[2] by Eq. (99). Finally, we give a geometric interpretation of the boost-invariant
bracket {, }[0] in the purely bosonic case, Eq. (115).

Earlier work. Essentially the same results, in the bosonic sector, were previ-
ously obtained in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], but from a different perspective.
The main difference of our approach is that we start from the relativistic string
and derive all the Poisson structures from the canonical Poisson structure of the
string worldsheet action. The case of string on R× S2 was considered in our pre-
vious paper [16]. The thorough analysis of the equal-time Poisson brackets in the
bosonic sector was presented in [17]; see also [18, 19] for an earlier work. In our
paper we concentrate on the light-cone Poisson brackets. Also we use the currents
of the generalized sine-Gordon model, in order to make the action of the boosts
more transparent. The light-cone approach to the nonlinear sigma-model was pre-
viously used to study Poisson brackets in [20]. Poisson brackets in the pure spinor
model were studied in [21].

Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we will review the general definition of the
symplectic structure. In Section 3 we will review the nonlinear sigma-model, its
relation to the generalized sine-Gordon model, and the hidden relativistic sym-
metry. Section 4 is a review of the classical superstring in AdS5 × S5 and its
canonical Poisson structure. In Section 5 we derive the bihamiltonian structure of
the classical superstring and discuss its properties. In Section 6 give a geometrical
interpretation of the boost-invariant Poisson bracket.

2 General facts about Poisson brackets and sym-

plectic structure

Poisson brackets are very important in the classical mechanics, in particular be-
cause they are the classical analogue of the quantum mechanical commutators.
Poisson brackets are closely related to the symplectic form, and in fact we will use
both concepts simultaneously.
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2.1 Symplectic form

The symplectic form is computed directly from the classical action, in the following
way. Suppose that we have a classical field theory with the action

S =
∫
dτ+dτ−L[φ]

We usually compute the action over the infinite space-time, but let us suppose
that we decided to compute the action in a finite region of τ+, τ−. Let us take
φ = φcl a classical solution.

Suppose that we change φcl by a small amount δφ.
We will not require that φcl+ δφ is again a classi-
cal solution, in other words that δφ is “on-shell”.
But because φcl is an extremum of the action, for
any δφ we will get: δS =

∮
C a where a is some

1-form on the worldsheet. If we restrict δφ to be
a classical variation δφcl of the classical solution,
then we get δS a 1-form on the phase space of
the system, which is the space of all classical so-
lutions. Since the expression for a contains both
δφ and dτ we can say that a is “a form of the type
(dτ)(δφ)”.

Let us restrict a to the tangent space to the space of classical solutions and consider
ω = δa. This is a form of the type (dτ)(δφcl)

2, where δφcl is now on-shell. Notice
that ω is defined unambiguously, modulo adding a d-exact form. This is because
a is defined unambiguously modulo a d-exact form, because we defined a as a
restriction of the unambiguously defined expression with δφ off-shell. Notice that
ω is d-closed, since ω = δa and da is δ of the action density. To define the
symplectic form we consider the theory on a cylinder:

The symplectic form is by definition:

Ω =
∮

C
ω

This is a closed 2-form on the phase space. It is also sometimes useful to consider
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the “symplectic potential” which is defined as δ−1 of the symplectic form:

α =
∮

C
a (3)

We have δα = Ω but we have to remember that α depends on the choice of the
contour C.

For example, consider the particle with the action
∫
dt
(
ẋ2

2
− V (x)

)
. The phase

space can be defined as the space of solutions of the classical equations of motion
ẍ = −V ′. The phase space is equipped with the ”local” 2-form:

Ω = δẋ(t0) ∧ δx(t0)

which is local in a sense that it requires evaluation of the classical field variables
x and ẋ at one point in time t = t0 and the result of the calculation of Ω does not
depend on the choice of t0. In the d+1-dimensional classical field theory, with the
kinetic term

∫
dx0 · · · dxd∂µΦ∂µΦ we have

Ω =
∫

C
δΦ ∧ ∗dδΦ

where C is a d-dimensional contour, and Ω does not depend on the choice of this
contour.

2.2 Poisson bracket

The Poisson bracket {·, ·} is defined by a bivector θij which is the inverse of Ωij :

θikΩkj = δij

The Poisson bracket of two functions F and G on the phase space is defined by
the formula:

θ = θij
∂

∂Φi
∧

∂

∂Φj

The fact that Ω is closed translates to the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket:

{F, {G,H}}+ {G, {H,F}}+ {H, {F,G}} = 0 (4)

In terms of θ the Jacobi identity is some bilinear equation:

[[θ, θ]] = 0 (5)

The operation [[, ]] on bivectors is the so-called Schouten bracket. This is the most
natural extension of the Lie bracket (the commutator of the vector fields) to the
bivectors.
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2.3 The lightcone approach to the description of the sym-
plectic structure

As we have explained, the symplectic form on the phase space of classical solutions
of the two-dimensional field theory is given by

∮
C ω where ω is something like

δϕ ∧ ∗dδϕ, and the integral does not depend on the choice of the contour C
because ω is d-closed.
On the string worldsheet, through every point
pass two light-like curves (the light cone). We will
call the two light-like curves C+ and C−. These
curves are called characteristics.

Consider an infinite string worldsheet, and choose the saw-like contour C interpo-
lating between two spacial infinities, consisting of the light-like pieces:

For massive theories, there are excitations which are spacially localized (like breathers
of the sine-Gordon model).
If the tooth of the saw is sufficiently large, we can
imagine that the intersection of the breather with
the contour fits essentially (modulo the exponen-
tially decreasing tails) into one light-like piece.
This suggests that the classical solutions rapidly
decreasing at infinity can be described in terms
of their intersection with the characteristic C+.

For example, consider the characteristic given by the equation τ− = 0. A rapidly
decreasing solution ϕ(τ+, τ−) is characterized by a function ϕ(τ+) = ϕ(τ+, 0). The
symplectic structure is given by the integral of ω over the characteristic C+:

Ω =
∫ +∞

−∞
dτ+δϕ(τ+)∂+δϕ(τ

+) (6)

We will call this the “light-cone symplectic structure”. There are many subtleties
with this approach to describing the symplectic structure (there are important
solutions which are not rapidly decreasing at the spacial infinity, see for example
[22, 23, 24]; if ϕ(τ+, 0) goes to zero when τ+ → ±∞, what would guarantee that
this is true also at τ− = const 6= 0 ?). In this paper we will neglect these subtleties.

2.4 Compatibility of Poisson brackets

Two Poisson brackets {, }1 and {, }2 are called compatible if their sum {, }1 +
{, }2 satisfies the Jacobi identity. Integrable systems usually have infinitely many
compatible Poisson brackets. Actually, it is enough to have two, and then it is
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possible to generate an infinite family. Indeed, suppose that the Poisson bivectors
θ1 and θ2 give two compatible Poisson brackets. This means that [[θ1, θ1]] = 0 and
[[θ2, θ2]] = 0 and [[θ1, θ2]] = 0. Therefore for an arbitrary parameter t the bivector
θ1 + tθ2 also satisfies (5) and therefore the corresponding 2-form (θ1 + tθ2)

−1 is
closed. Given that (θ1)

−1 is closed, this implies at small t that θ−1
1 θ2θ

−1
1 is also

closed. This means that θ1θ
−1
2 θ1 is again a Poisson bracket.

The expression N = θ1θ
−1
2 = θ1Ω2 is an operator acting on the sections of the

tangent bundle to the phase space; in other words, this is a section of TM ⊗T ∗M .
Operator N has a special name “recursion operator”. The compatibility of the
Poisson brackets θ1 and θ2 implies vanishing of the Nijenhuis torsion of N , see for
example Section 2 of [25] for a concise review.

In this paper the compatible Hamiltonian structures will appear in the following
way. We will have some vector field V on the phase space (the infinitesimal boost),
and the canonical Poisson bracket will be a sum of three pieces θcan = θ[2] + θ[0] +
θ[−2], and the action of V on θcan (the Lie derivative) will be:

V.θcan = V.
(
θ[2] + θ[0] + θ[−2]

)
= θ[2] − θ[−2] (7)

Because of the geometrical naturalness of the Lie derivative and the Schouten
bracket we have:

V.[[θ1, θ2]] = [[V.θ1, θ2]] + [[θ1, V.θ2]]

Taking into account

[[θcan, θcan]] = V.[[θcan, θcan]] = . . . = V n.[θcan, θcan]] = 0

we get:

[[θ[2], θ[2]]] = 0 (8)

[[θ[2], θ[0]]] = 0 (9)

[[θ[0], θ[0]]] + 2[[θ[2], θ[−2]]] = 0 (10)

[[θ[−2], θ[0]]] = 0 (11)

[[θ[−2], θ[−2]]] = 0 (12)

We will verify explicitly that θ[0] satisfies the Jacobi identity [[θ[0], θ[0]]] = 0. This
means that θ[2], θ[0] and θ[−2] are three mutually compatible Poisson brackets. This
way of obtaining compatible Poisson brackets is similar to [26].
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3 Classical string on R × SN , the nonlinear σ-

model and the generalized sine-Gordon system

3.1 Classical string and nonlinear σ-model

Consider the classical string propagating on R×SN , where the first factor R is the
time, and SN is the space. Let x = (x1, . . . , xN+1) be the unit vector parametrizing
SN , and let T denote the time (the coordinate parametrizing R in R× SN). We
introduce on the string worldsheet the special set of coordinates (τ+, τ−) which
are known as “conformal coordinates”. They are characterized by the Virasoro
constraint:

(
∂t

∂τ+

)2

−

(
∂x

∂τ+

)2

= 0 (13)

(
∂t

∂τ−

)2

−

(
∂x

∂τ−

)2

= 0 (14)

Moreover we can choose (τ+, τ−) so that:

t = τ+ + τ− (15)

Then we have: (
∂x

∂τ+

)2

=

(
∂x

∂τ−

)2

= 1 (16)

With these coordinates the equations of motion (the condition that the worldsheet
is an extremal surface) become the wave equations:

D0̄+∂−x = 0 (17)

Here D0̄ is the standard (Levi-Civita) connection in the tangent space to the
sphere:

D0̄+V
i = ∂+V

i + Γi
jk∂+x

jV k (18)

The index 0̄ is used for the consistency with the later notations. Equation (17) is
called the “nonlinear sigma-model” (NLSM). The action of the nonlinear sigma-
model follows from the Polyakov action of the classical string:

∫
dτ+dτ−(∂+x, ∂−x) (19)

The corresponding symplectic structure is

Ω =
∫
dτ+(δx, D0̄+δx)−

−
∫
dτ−(δx, D0̄−δx) (20)
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It is convenient to describe the string worldsheet in terms of the group valued
function g(τ+, τ−) ∈ SO(N + 1) modulo some gauge symmetry.

Let us pick some (constant) unit vector x0 ∈ SN . Let
g−1 be the orthogonal matrix which rotates x0 ∈ SN

to x(τ+, τ−). We have x = g−1x0. Notice that g
is defined up to g ≃ g0g where g0 ∈ SO(N). This
corresponds to the gauge transformation g ≃ g0g.
The constant right shift g 7→ gC, C ∈ SO(N + 1),
C = const corresponds to the global rotations of SN .

Therefore we can describe the string worldsheet in terms of g(τ+, τ−) modulo the
gauge invariance

g(τ+, τ−) ≡ g0(τ
+, τ−)g(τ+, τ−), g ∈ SO(N + 1), g0 ∈ SO(N)

3.2 Classical string and generalized sine-Gordon

We now want to rewrite the action (19) in terms of g. Consider the Lie algebras
g = so(N + 1) and g0̄ = so(N). Introduce the Z2-grading

1 g = g0̄ ⊕ g2̄:

g0̄ :




0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗




g2̄ :




0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ 0 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0 0




For an element ξ ∈ g we introduce the notation

ξ = ξ0̄ + ξ2̄, ξ0̄ ∈ g0, ξ2̄ ∈ g2̄

Also introduce the “currents” J±:

J± = −∂±gg
−1 (21)

The one-form current is defined as

J = −dgg−1 = J+dτ
+ + J−dτ

−

With these notations the action is

S = −
∫
dτ+dτ−tr J2̄+J2̄−

1We use the notation g2̄ rather than g1̄ for the orthogonal complement of g0̄ ⊂ g, because
we want to “leave some space” for the odd generators which will appear in the next section. For
the superstring we will have g = g0̄ ⊕ g1̄ ⊕ g2̄ ⊕ g3̄ where g0̄ ⊕ g2̄ will be the even part of the
superalgebra and g1̄ ⊕ g3̄ the odd part.
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The Virasoro constraints are

−tr(J2̄+)
2 = −tr(J2̄−)

2 = 1

We also have to remember that because of the definition (21) the currents satisfy
the Maurer-Cartan equation:

dJ + J ∧ J = 0 (22)

The symplectic structure is

Ω =
∮ [

dτ+tr (δgg−1)2̄D0̄+(δgg
−1)2̄ − (+ ↔ −)

]
(23)

where D0̄+ = ∂+ + adJ0̄+ . The equations of motion are:

∂+J2̄− + [J0̄+, J2̄−] = 0 (24)

∂−J2̄+ + [J0̄−, J2̄+] = 0 (25)

∂+J0̄− − ∂−J0̄+ + [J0̄+, J0̄−] + [J2̄+, J2̄−] = 0 (26)

Notice that the equations of motion are written only in terms of J . The group-
valued field g is related to J by J = −dgg−1, but the equations of motion do
not explicitly involve g. The ”generalized sine-Gordon” is obtained by forgetting
about g. Consider the space of solutions of the differential equations (24), (25)
and (26) with the gauge symmetry

δJ = dξ0 + [J, ξ0], ξ0 ∈ g0̄ (27)

and the constraint
tr(J2̄+)

2 = tr(J2̄−)
2 = −1 (28)

Definition. The system of equations (24),(25) and (26) with the gauge symmetry
(27) and the constraint (28) is called the generalized sine-Gordon (GSG).

We get the usual sine-Gordon model when N = 2, for the two-dimensional
sphere. In this case we can choose the gauge so that J has the following form:

J+ =




0 cosϕ sinϕ
− cosϕ 0 −∂+ϕ

− sinϕ ∂+ϕ 0


 , J

−
=




0 cosϕ − sinϕ
− cosϕ 0 ∂

−
ϕ

sinϕ −∂
−
ϕ 0


 (29)

This solves Eqs. (24) and (25). Eq. (26) leads to the usual sine-Gordon equation
for ϕ:

∂+∂−ϕ = −
1

2
sin 2ϕ (30)

In some sense, the generalized sine-Gordon is equivalent to the nonlinear σ-model.
One only has to add g satisfying (d+J)g = 0. But this g is almost defined in terms

9



of J , the only ambiguity comes from the integration constants. (Which correspond
to g 7→ gC, C = const, i.e. the global rotations of SN .)

The equations of motion of the generalized sine-Gordon can be written as a
zero curvature equation if we introduce the spectral parameter z. Consider the
operators:

L+[z] = ∂+ + J0̄+ +
1

z2
J2̄+ (31)

L−[z] = ∂− + J0̄− + z2J2̄− (32)

The GSG equations of motion are equivalent to:

[L+,L−] = 0 (33)

In terms of J the symplectic structure Eq. (23) is nonlocal:

Ω =
∮
dτ+tr

(
(D−1

+ δJ+)2̄D0̄+(D
−1
+ δJ+)2̄

)
− (+ ↔ −)

But if we add g satisfying (d+ J)g = 0 we get the local formula because

D−1
+ δJ+ = −δgg−1 (34)

Ω =
∫
dτ+tr

(
(δgg−1)2̄D0̄+(δgg

−1)2̄
)
− (+ ↔ −)

The generalized sine-Gordon itself does not have a local symplectic structure except
for the special cases N = 2 and N = 3. To get the local symplectic structure,
on has to slightly extend the model by adding finitely many degrees of freedom.
For example2 adding g satisfying (d + J)g = 0 we get the canonical symplectic
structure of the nonlinear σ-model. In Section 6 we will see that we can add some
group-valued fields gL and gR satisfying (114) and get the non-standard symplectic
structure (115).

2 Another possibility would be to add the g-valued field Ψ satisfying DΨ = ∗J2̄. We
would then get the symplectic structure: Ω =

∮
δΨδJ . This corresponds to the ac-

tion S =
∫
tr
(
Ψ(dJ + J2) + J2̄ ∧ ∗J2̄

)
The equation of motion for Ψ implies the exis-

tence of g such that J = −dgg−1 and the action on-shell is equal to the standard action∫
dτ+dτ−tr

(
(∂+gg

−1)2̄(∂−gg
−1)2̄

)
and therefore gives essentially the same symplectic struc-

ture, modulo subtleties with boundary conditions. Notice that the expression for g in terms of
J is nonlocal, so it is strictly speaking a different model. It could be thought of as a ”T-dual” of
the classical string [27, 28].
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3.3 Relativistic symmetry

There is an obvious symmetry under the constant shifts of τ+ and τ−. But besides
shifts, the GSG equations are also symmetric under boosts:

J0̄±(τ
+, τ−) 7→ λ±1J0̄±(λτ

+, λ−1τ−)

J2̄±(τ
+, τ−) 7→ J2̄±(λτ

+, λ−1τ−)

This can be thought of as the rescaling of (τ+, τ−) 7→ (λτ+, λ−1τ−) combined with
the rescaling of the spectral parameter z 7→ λ−1/2z.

We will use this relativistic symmetry to introduce the bihamiltonian structure
of the GSG. It turns out that the canonical Poisson structure of the NLSM leads to
the Poisson structure θstr of the GSG which is not invariant under the relativistic
symmetry. More precisely we will have:

θstr = θ[2] + θ[0] + θ[−2] (35)

where θ[0] is invariant under the boosts, and θ[2] and θ[−2] transform as λ2 and λ−2

respectively. We will explicitly verify that θ[0] satisfies the Jacobi identities. Then
the arguments of Section 2.4 imply that θ[2] and θ[−2] also satisfy the Jacobi iden-
tities, and moreover all three brackets θ[0], θ[2] and θ[−2] are mutually compatible.
We will also find that θ[−2] is related to θ[0] and θ[2] by Eq. (99).

4 Superstring in AdS5 × S5

In this section we will use a variant of the Metsaev-Tseytlin description of the
superstring in AdS5 × S5 [29].

4.1 The superalgebra g = psu(2, 2|4)

One of the most important properties of this superalgebra is the existence of a Z4

grading [29, 30, 31, 32]. There are many ways to explain this grading. For example,
we can use the correspondence between the bosonic generators of the superalgebra
and the Killing vector fields on AdS5 × S5. The fermionic generators correspond
to Killing spinors. We can embed AdS5×S5 into the flat space R2+10 as the direct
product of the hyperboloid and the sphere. As explained in [33, 34] the Killing
spinors in AdS5 × S5 correspond to the constant spinors in R2+10 satisfying some
chirality condition. The spinor bundle of AdS5 × S5 is naturally identified with
the subbundle of the spinor bundle of R2+10 which is the image of the projector

1

2

(
1 + Γ(e⊥A)Γ(e

⊥
S )
)

11



Here e⊥S is the vector field normal to the surface of S5 in R6, and e⊥A is normal
to the surface of the hyperboloid in R2+4. For any vector v we denote Γ(v) the
corresponding Γ-matrix Γµv

µ. We assume that Γ2
−1 = Γ2

0 = 1 and Γ2
1 = . . . =

Γ2
10 = −1. The covariantly constant spinors corresponds to the sections of the

form

ψ =
1

2

(
1 + Γ(e⊥A)Γ(e

⊥
S )
)
Ψ++ (36)

where Ψ++ is a constant spinor with the chirality conditions:

Γ−1Γ0Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4Ψ++ = iΨ++ (37)

Γ5Γ6Γ7Γ8Γ9Γ10Ψ++ = iΨ++ (38)

In this situation we will write:

Ψ++ = S(ψ) (39)

We defined S as the map (36) from the spinors in AdS5×S5 to the spinors inR2+10

with the chirality conditions (37),(38). The Z4 grading depends on the choice of a
point x0 ∈ AdS5 × S5. Let e⊥0A and e⊥0S be the corresponding unit normals at the
point x0. The Z4 grading is defined by the operator Λ:

ΛΨ++ = Γ(e⊥0A)Γ(e
⊥
0S)Ψ

∗
++ (40)

Notice that Λ2 = 1. We will say that ψ given by (36) belongs to g1̄ if ΛΨ++ = Ψ++

and to g3̄ if ΛΨ++ = −Ψ++. Here ∗ means complex conjugation, and we use such
a representation of the Γ-matrices Γ−1, . . . ,Γ10 that all their components are real
numbers. As in the bosonic case, g0̄ is the stabilizer of x0 and g2̄ is the bosonic
part of the orthogonal complement to this stabilizer.

4.2 Classical action and the canonical symplectic structure

For the superstring the current J belongs to the superalgebra g = psu(2, 2|4) and
can be decomposed according to its Z4 grading:

J = J0̄ + J1̄ + J2̄ + J3̄ (41)

(For the purely bosonic string we had only the even components J0̄ and J2̄.)
The classical action is

S =
1

2

∫ ∫
str [J2̄ ∗ J2̄ + J1̄J3̄] (42)

The Maurer-Cartan equations are:

dJ2 + J0J2 + J2J0 + J2
1 + J2

3 = 0

dJ1 + J0J1 + J1J0 + J2J3 + J3J2 = 0

dJ3 + J0J3 + J3J0 + J1J2 + J2J1 = 0

12



The equations of motion are:

d ∗ J2 + J0 ∗ J2 + ∗J2J0 − J2
1 + J2

3 = 0

[J3−, J2+] = 0

[J1+, J2−] = 0

The symplectic potential (3) follows from the on-shell variation of the action:

α =
1

2

∫
str
(
2(δgg−1)2̄ ∗ J2̄ + (δgg−1)1̄J3̄ − (δgg−1)3̄J1̄

)
(43)

The symplectic form is Ω = δα:

Ω =
∫
str

{
−(δgg−1)2̄ ∧ ∗DJ0̄(δgg

−1)2̄+

+(J2̄ − ∗J2̄)(δgg
−1)1̄ ∧ (δgg−1)1̄ − (44)

−(J2̄ + ∗J2̄)(δgg
−1)3̄ ∧ (δgg−1)3̄ +

+(J1̄ + ∗J1̄)((δgg
−1)1̄ ∧ (δgg−1)2̄ + (δgg−1)2̄ ∧ (δgg−1)1̄)−

−(J3̄ − ∗J3̄)((δgg
−1)3̄ ∧ (δgg−1)2̄ + (δgg−1)2̄ ∧ (δgg−1)3̄)

}

This form is strictly speaking not symplectic, because the variations

δgg−1 = f+(τ+, τ−)J1̄+ + f−(τ+, τ−)J3̄− (45)

are in the kernel of Ω for an arbitrary f±(τ+, τ−). The symplectic form by def-
inition should be nondegenerate; we should have called Ω “presymplectic”. The
variation (45) should therefore be considered a gauge transformation. It preserves
the equations of motion.

The situation in flat space is similar, but technically simpler. There are two fermions
θ1 and θ2. Let us restrict ourselves with the quadratic order, in the fermions. The
currents J1̄ and J3̄ correspond to dθ1 and dθ2. The equations of motion [J2̄+, J3̄−] = 0
and [J2̄−, J1̄+] = 0 correspond to

∂̂+x∂−θ
2 = ∂̂−x∂+θ

1 = 0 (46)

The symplectic form (assuming ∂̂+x and ∂̂−x constant) is

Ω =

∫
dτ−δθ1 ∂̂−x δθ1 +

∫
dτ+δθ2 ∂̂+x δθ2 (47)

The kernel is δfθ
1 = f+∂+θ

1 and δfθ
2 = f−∂−θ

2 (to verify that this is in the kernel of

(47), we have to use (46)). But this is actually a kappa-symmetry. There are such κ1

and κ2 that δfθ
1 = ∂̂−xκ

1 and δfθ
2 = ∂̂+xκ

2. On the other hand, there is a gauge with

∂+θ
1 = ∂−θ

2 = 0. (We used this gauge in [35].)
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We will put
J1̄+ = J3̄− = 0 (48)

This gives a gauge-fixed version of the Metsaev-Tseytlin formalism. The equations
of motion become:

D0̄+J2̄− = D0̄−J2̄+ = 0 (49)

(D+J−)1̄ = (D−J+)3̄ = 0 (50)

This can be understood as the consistency condition for the zero curvature equa-
tion: [

D0̄+ +
1

z
J3̄+ +

1

z2
J2̄+ , D0− + zJ1̄− + z2J2̄−

]
= 0 (51)

Eq. (48) implies the following constraint on ξ = δgg−1:

D0̄+ξ1̄ + [J2̄+, ξ3̄] + [J3̄+, ξ2̄] = 0 (52)

D0̄−ξ3̄ + [J2̄−, ξ1̄] + [J1̄−, ξ2̄] = 0 (53)

In the classical string worldsheet theory J should satisfy the Virasoro constraint:

str J2
2̄+ = 0 (54)

In what follows we will assume that the Virasoro constraints are satisfied.

4.3 Gauge transformations and dressing transformations

Let us consider the left invariant vector fields Lξ such that Lξ.g = −ξg. The
symplectic form is:

Ω(Lξ, Lη) =
∫
dτ+str

(
η2̄

↔

D0̄+ ξ2̄ − η3̄
↔

adJ2̄+ ξ3̄

)
− (55)

−
∫
dτ−str

(
η2̄

↔

D0̄− ξ2̄ − η1̄
↔

adJ2̄− ξ1̄

)
(56)

Strictly speaking, this is not yet a symplectic form, because it still has a kernel.
The kernel is generated by the vectors of the form (ξ0̄, ξ1̄, ξ2̄, ξ3̄) = (0, 0, 0, χ3̄)
where χ3̄ is such that [J2̄+, χ3̄] = 0 and D0̄−χ3̄ = 0, and the vectors of the form
(ξ0̄, ξ1̄, ξ2̄, ξ3̄) = (0, χ1̄, 0, 0) where χ1̄ is such that [J2̄−, χ1̄] = 0 and D0̄+χ1̄ = 0.
These are the residual gauge transformations. These gauge transformations can
be considered as particular dressing transformations with the parameter χ(z) =
z−1χ3̄ + zχ1̄:

δJ(z) = [d+ J(z), χ(z)] (57)

χ(z) = z−1χ3̄ + zχ1̄ (58)

[J2̄−, χ1̄] = 0, D0̄+χ1̄ = 0 (59)

[J2̄+, χ3̄] = 0, D0̄−χ3̄ = 0 (60)
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In the lightcone formalism, the independent variables are J+. We will fix these
residual gauge transformations by requiring that there exists K1̄ such that

J3̄+ = [J2̄+, K1̄] (61)

In terms of the 12-dimensional spinors:

S(Ĵ3̄+) =
(
∂̂+xSΓ(e

⊥
S ) + ∂̂+xAΓ(e

⊥
A)
)
S(K1̄) (62)

We have to explain why (61) is a reasonable gauge choice. Consider the projection
operator

P =
1

2

(
1− ∂̂+xSΓ(e

⊥
S )∂̂+xAΓ(e

⊥
A)
)

(63)

Notice that P2 = 1. We have:

Ker(adJ2̄+ : g3̄ → g1̄) = Ker P
Im(adJ2̄+ : g1̄ → g3̄) = Im P

(64)

Now suppose that
J3̄+ = [J2̄+, K1̄] + ∆J3̄+ (65)

where ∆J3̄+ is small and belongs to Ker(adJ2̄+ : g3̄ → g1̄). We want to prove that
there is a small χ3̄ ∈ Ker(adJ2̄+ : g3̄ → g1̄) and ∆K1̄ such that

D0̄+χ3̄ − adJ2̄+∆K1̄ = ∆J3̄+ (66)

This means that we are looking for χ3̄ such that:

(1− P)D0̄+χ3̄ = ∆J3̄+ (67)

Therefore we have to prove that the operator

A = (1−P)D0̄+ : KerP → KerP

is invertible. This is true when J0̄+ = 0 and J2̄+ = const because in this case we
have (1− P)D0̄+|KerP = ∂+. This means that A will remain invertible at least
for small enough J0̄+ and slowly varying J2̄+.

5 Bihamiltonian structure of the classical super-

string

5.1 Hidden relativistic symmetry

The relativistic symmetry acts in the following way:

J0̄±(τ
+, τ−) 7→ λ±1J0̄±(λτ

+, λ−1τ−)

J1̄−(τ
+, τ−) 7→ λ−1/2J1̄−(λτ

+, λ−1τ−)

J3̄+(τ
+, τ−) 7→ λ1/2J3̄+(λτ

+, λ−1τ−) (68)

J2̄±(τ
+, τ−) 7→ J2̄±(λτ

+, λ−1τ−)
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This is a symmetry of the equations of motion (49),(50). This can be thought
of as the rescaling of (τ+, τ−) 7→ (λτ+, λ−1τ−) combined with the rescaling of the
spectral parameter z 7→ λ−1/2z.

5.2 The canonical Poisson bracket

In this section we will calculate the Poisson bracket corresponding to the symplectic
form (55), (56). We use the lightcone formalism, so only the first line (55) is
important for us. The integral over dτ+ is from −∞ to +∞, at constant τ−.

Let us formally resolve the constraint (52):

ξ1̄ = −D−1
0̄+([J2̄+, ξ3̄] + [J3̄+, ξ2̄]) (69)

Consider the variation with ξ0̄ = 0 and ξ1̄ given by (69):

δJ3̄+ = D0̄+ξ3̄ − [J2̄+, D
−1
0̄+([J2̄+, ξ3̄] + [J3̄+, ξ2̄])]

δJ2̄+ = D0̄+ξ2̄ + [J3̄+, ξ3̄] (70)

δJ0̄+ = [J2̄+, ξ2̄]− [J3̄+, D
−1
0̄+([J2̄+, ξ3̄] + [J3+, ξ2̄])]

Consider a functional F , which is gauge invariant under δJ = [d+J, ξ0̄] and under
(57). Being invariant under (57) implies that:

adJ3̄+

δF

δJ2̄+
+D0̄+

δF

δJ3̄+
∈ Im(adJ2̄) (71)

adJ3̄+

δF

δJ0̄+
+ adJ2̄+

δF

δJ3̄+
∈ Im(D0̄+) (72)

Let us find η such that the Lη is the Hamiltonian vector field generated by F :

Ω(Lη, Lξ) = Lξ.F for any ξ (73)

Let us denote a2̄ = adJ2̄+ and a3̄ = adJ3̄+ . A straightforward calculation gives:

η1̄ =
δF

δJ3̄+
+ ((D−1

0̄+a3̄)
2D−1

0̄+a2̄ − (D−1
0̄+a2̄)

2)
δF

δJ3̄+
−

−(D−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ +D−1

0̄+a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄ − (D−1

0̄+a3̄)
3)
δF

δJ0̄+

η2̄ =
δF

δJ2̄+
−D−1

0̄+a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄

δF

δJ3̄+
+ (D−1

0̄+a2̄ − (D−1
0̄+a3̄)

2)
δF

δJ0̄+

η3̄ = (D−1
0̄+a2̄ − a−1

2̄ D0̄+)
δF

δJ3̄+
− a−1

2̄ a3̄
δF

δJ2̄+
+D−1

0̄+a3̄
δF

δJ0̄+
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where we have denoted
a2̄ = adJ2̄+ , a3̄ = adJ3̄+

This gives the Poisson bracket of F with the currents:

{F, J2̄+} = (D0̄+ − a3̄a
−1
2̄ a3̄)

δF

δJ2̄+
− a3̄a

−1
2̄ D0̄+

δF

δJ3̄+
+ a2̄

δF

δJ0̄+

{F, J3̄+} = (a3̄ − (a2̄D
−1
0̄+)

2a3̄ − a2̄D
−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ + a2̄(D

−1
0̄+a3̄)

3)
δF

δJ0̄+
−

−D0̄+a
−1
2̄ a3̄

δF

δJ2̄+
+

+
(
−a2̄(a

−1
2̄ D0̄+ −D−1

0̄+a2̄)
2 + a2̄(D

−1
0̄+a3̄)

2D−1
0̄+a2̄

) δF

δJ3̄+

{F, J0̄+} =
(
−a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ + a3̄(D

−1
0̄+a3̄)

3+

+a2̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄ − a2̄(D

−1
0̄+a3̄)

2 − (a3̄D
−1
0̄+)

2a2̄
) δF

δJ0̄+
+

+a2̄
δF

δJ2̄+
+

+
(
a3̄ − a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ + (a3̄D

−1
0̄+)

3a2̄ − a3̄(D
−1
0̄+a2̄)

2
) δF

δJ3̄+

Therefore the Poisson bracket of the currents is:

{J2̄+, J2̄+} = −D0̄+ + a3̄a
−1
2̄ a3̄

{J2̄+, J3̄+} = a3̄a
−1
2̄ D0̄+

{J2̄+, J0̄+} = −a2̄

{J3̄+, J0̄+} = −a3̄ + a2̄D
−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ − a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ +

+a2̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

{J3̄+, J3̄+} = (D0̄+ − a2̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄)a

−1
2̄ (D0̄+ − a2̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄)−

−a2̄D
−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄

{J0̄+, J0̄+} = −a2̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄ + a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ + a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ +

+a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ − a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

We should remember that these Poisson brackets are defined only on those func-
tions which are gauge invariant. Notice that a−1

2̄ exists because of (71).
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5.3 Action of the boosts on the canonical Poisson bracket

The canonical Poisson brackets are not invariant under the boosts. But it turns
out tha the boosts act on the canonical bracket in some relatively simple way. In
fact the canonical bracket is the sum of three terms each having a definite scaling
dimension:

θstr = θ[2] + θ[0] + θ[−2] (74)

We have the following expressions for θ[2] and θ[0]. The lowest grade θ[2] is:

{J2̄+, J2̄+}
[2] = −D0̄+ + a3̄a

−1
2̄ a3̄

{J2̄+, J3̄+}
[2] = a3̄a

−1
2̄ D0̄+ (75)

{J3̄+, J3̄+}
[2] = D0̄+a

−1
2̄ D0̄+

The next grade is θ[0]:

{J2̄+, J0̄+}
[0] = −a2̄

{J3̄+, J0̄+}
[0] = −a3̄ (76)

{J3̄+, J3̄+}
[0] = −2a2̄

And the highest grade is θ[−2]:

{J3̄+, J0̄+}
[−2] = a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ − a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ +

+a2̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

{J3̄+, J3̄+}
[−2] = a2̄D

−1
0̄ a2̄D

−1
0̄ a2̄ − a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ (77)

{J0̄+, J0̄+}
[−2] = −a2̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ + a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ + a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ +

+a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ − a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

5.4 Different ways of presenting the Poisson bivector.

In our formalism the Poisson bivector is defined modulo some equivalence relation.
This is because we calculate {F (J), G(J)} assuming that F and G are invariant
under the gauge transformations

δξ0̄J = −Dξ0̄ (78)

This means that when we are calculating {F,G}, we are assuming that F and G
are such that

D0̄+

δF

δJ0̄+
+

[
J2̄+,

δF

δJ2̄+

]
+

[
J3̄+,

δF

δJ3̄+

]
= 0
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and the same is true about G. Therefore the Poisson bivector θij is defined only
up to the equivalence

θ ≃ θ + v ∧ δξ0̄ , ξ0̄ ∈ g0̄ (79)

where v is a vector field on the phase space. Therefore the Poisson bivector (76)
can be replaced by:

{J0̄+, J0̄+}
[0] = 2D0̄+ (80)

{J3̄+, J3̄+}
[0] = −2a2̄ (81)

(The Poisson brackets of the components not listed are zero.)

5.5 Symplectic leaves

When we write the Poisson bracket {, }[0] in the form (80), (81), it becomes obvious
that this Poisson structure is degenerate. Indeed, the brackets do not involve
J2̄ at all. Degenerate Poisson brackets define submanifolds in the phase space
known as “symplectic leaves”. Consider a point x of the phase space. Given a
1-form λ at x, we can contract it with the Poisson bivector θ(x) and get a vector
θij(x)λj in the tangent space at the point x. Therefore θ(x) defines a linear map
θ(x) : T ∗

xM → TxM . The image of this map is a subspace Imθ(x) ⊂ TxM . It
turns out that when we vary x, the collection of spaces Imθ(x) is an integrable
distribution, in the sense that there exists a foliation ofM by submanifolds N ⊂M
such that the tangent space to N at every point coincides with Imθ. (There is a
family of submanifolds N , parametrized by codimN parameters; they are known as
“the integral manifolds of the distribution Imθ”.) The submanifolds N are called
“symplectic leaves”:

The symplectic leaves can also be described in terms of the Casimir functionals.
A function C on the phase space is called Casimir function (or functional), if its
Poisson bracket with any other functional vanishes. The nondegenerate Poisson
brackets do not have any Casimir functionals, but the degenerate brackets do. The
symplectic leaves can be characterized as the common level sets of all the Casimir
functionals.
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Let us first discuss {, }[0] in the bosonic sector, Eq. (80). Bosonic degrees
of freedom are J0̄+ and J2̄+. The symplectic leaves are the manifolds with the
constant eigenvalues of J2̄+. Indeed, the only Casimir functionals are the gauge
invariant functionals of J2̄+ only. But the gauge invariance (78) acts on J2̄+ by
the conjugation, and therefore the Casimir functions are precisely the functionals
of the eigenvalues of J2̄+. Therefore the symplectic leaves are the level sets of the
eigenvalues (spectral invariants) of J2̄+.

The symplectic leaves are compatible with the Virasoro constraint (54) in a
sense that, if one point on the symplectic leaf satisfies (54), then all the points
on this leaf also satisfy (54). The bosonic part gev = g0̄ ⊕ g2̄ of psu(2, 2|4) is
so(2, 4) ⊕ so(6). It turns out, because of the properties of g = psu(2, 2|4), that
any J2̄+ satisfying (54) is of the form

J2̄+ =




0 α 0 0 0 0
−α 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




so(2,4)

⊕




0 α 0 0 0 0
−α 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




so(6)

up to the conjugation. Here α = α(τ+, τ−) are some functions of τ+ and τ−. The
string worldsheet fields are defined up to conformal transformations (τ+, τ−) 7→
(F+(τ+), F−(τ−)) where F+ and F− are arbitrary functions (with (F+)′ 6= 0,
(F−)′ 6= 0). Eq. (49) implies that ∂−α = 0. This means that we can do such a
conformal transformation τ+ 7→ F+(τ+), or in other words choose the worldsheet
coordinates (τ+, τ−) in such a way, that α is constant and equal to 1:

α(τ+, τ−) ≡ 1 (82)

In the following discussion we will use these particular coordinates. Notice that
Eq. (82) defines a symplectic leaf. The hidden relativistic symmetry of
Section 5.1 preserves the condition (82).

5.6 Relation between θ[0] and the chiral WZW bracket

Now we want to explain that θ[0] can be thought of as a Hamiltonian reduction
of the Kirillov bracket on the coadjoint orbit of the Kac-Moody algebra. The
discussion in this subsection is similar to [11]; Eq. (90) easily follows from the
results of [36].

Let us first discuss the Poisson bracket of the bosonic fields J0̄+, and then turn
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to the fermions. Let us choose the gauge where J2̄+ is equal to:

J2̄+ =




0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




so(2,4)

⊕




0 1 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




so(6)

(83)

(Remember that the bosonic part of psu(2, 2|4) is g0̄ ⊕ g2̄ = so(2, 4)⊕ so(6).) In
this gauge F and G become functions of J0̄+, invariant under the residual gauge
transformations:

δζJ0̄+ = D0̄+ζ, ζ ∈ h (84)

where ζ belongs to the subalgebra h ⊂ g0̄ which stabilizes J2̄+:

h :




0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗




so(2,4)

⊕




0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗




so(6)

We want to describe the Poisson bracket (80) on the functions invariant under the
gauge transformations (84). We can look at it in the following way. Consider first
the bracket (80) on arbitrary functions F (J0̄+), not necessarily gauge invariant.
This is essentially the chiral WZW bracket [37], or equivalently the Kirillov bracket
on the coadjoint orbit of the Kac-Moody algebra. Let us parametrize the currents
J0̄+ in terms of the monodromy f :

J0̄+ = −∂+ff
−1

The symplectic structure corresponding to (80) is

ΩWZW =
∫
dτ+tr

(
δff−1δ(∂+ff

−1)
)

(85)

Now we want to describe the bracket (80) specifically on the functions invariant
under the gauge transformations (84). Instead of talking about the gauge invariant
functions we can consider functions on a submanifold in the phase space (the
”gauge slice”) which is a symplectic complement of the orbits of (84), with respect
to the symplectic form (85). “Symplectic complement” means that for any vector
ξ tangent to the gauge slice and any ζ ∈ h we should have

ΩWZW (δξ, δζ) = 0 (86)
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We choose the following gauge slice:

J0̄+=




0 q0+ q1+ q2+ q3+
q̃0+ 0 0 0 0
−q̃1+ 0 0 0 0
−q̃2+ 0 0 0 0
−q̃3+ 0 0 0 0



so(1,4)

⊕




0 q1+ q2+ q3+ q4+
−q1+ 0 0 0 0
−q2+ 0 0 0 0
−q3+ 0 0 0 0
−q4+ 0 0 0 0



so(5)

(87)

This gauge slice satisfies Eq. (86). This implies that the symplectic structure in
terms of the variables qi+ is given by the restriction of the symplectic form (85) to
the subspace of the phase space specified by the constraint that ∂+ff

−1 = −J0̄+
is of the form (87).

The gauge choice (87) was used in [8] — [15]. Geometrically it corresponds to
the so-called “normal frame”. The normal frame is the basis in the normal bundle
to the curve such that the covariant derivative of any element of this basis along
the curve is parallel to the tangent vector to the curve [38].

Now let us consider the fermionic part. The Poisson bracket

{J3̄+, J3̄+} = a2̄

is degenerate. It has symplectic leaves which are described by the equation

J3̄ − J
(0)
3̄ = [J2̄+, K1̄] (88)

where K1̄ runs over g1̄. The gauge (61) corresponds to the symplectic leaf with

J
(0)
3̄ = 0, in other words

J3̄ ∈ Im(adJ2̄+ : g1̄ → g3̄) (89)

On this symplectic leaf we have J3̄+ = [J2̄+, K1̄] and the symplectic form is:

∫
dτ+

(
tr
(
δff−1δ(∂+ff

−1)
)
+ tr (δK1̄[J2̄+, δK1̄])

)
(90)

This is obviously a closed form3, and therefore {, }[0] satisfies the Jacobi iden-
tity. The bosonic part of the symplectic form (90) follows from the action of the
generalized sine-Gordon model which was suggested in [36]. The possible relation
with the WZW model on the quantum level was discussed in [39].

3We have to remember that J2̄+ is gauge fixed to be equal to (83).
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5.7 Relation to the results of [16].

If we apply this formailsm to g = so(3) we get g0̄ = so(2) and g2̄ is the vector
representation of so(2). We can write:

J2̄+ =

[
r cosϕ
r sinϕ

]
(91)

The Poisson bracket θ[2] at r = 1 becomes:

{F,G}[2] =
∫
dτ+

(
δF

δϕ
∂+
δG

δϕ
+
δF

δr
∂+
δG

δr
− ∂+ϕ

(
δF

δr

δG

δϕ
−
δF

δϕ

δG

δr

))
(92)

This means that if F depends only on ϕ we get {r(τ+1 ), F}
[2] = δF

δϕ(τ+
1
)
∂+ϕ(τ

+
1 ). If

we consider F as a function of q+ = ∂+ϕ, then
δF
δϕ

= −∂+
δF
δq+

. If we fix the Virasoro
constraint r = 1, the Dirac bracket becomes

{F,G}D = {F,G} − {F, r}{r, r}−1{r, G} = {F,G} −
∫
dτ+

δF

δq+
∂+q+∂

−1
+ q+∂+

δG

δq+

This agrees with θ1 of [16]. We see that resolving the Virasoro constraint gives an
additional nonlocal piece in the Dirac bracket [40].

5.8 The relation between θ[2], θ[0] and θ[−2]

We have seen that the boost-invariant Poisson bracket (76) can be written in the
equivalent form (80), (81). Alternatively, it can be also (using the same equivalence
relations, described in Section 5.4) written in the following form:

{J2̄+, J2̄+}
[0] = 2a2̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄

{J2̄+, J3̄+}
[0] = 2a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄ (93)

{J3̄+, J3̄+}
[0] = −2a2̄ + 2a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

The brackets of the components not listed are zero. In particular, J0+ commutes
with everything. This means that Eq. (93) gives the boost-invariant Poisson
bracket in the gauge J0+ = 0. More explicitly:

{F,G}[0] = 2
∫
dτ+

[
δF

δJ2̄+
,
δF

δJ3̄+

] [
a2̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄ −a2̄ + a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

] 


δG
δJ2̄+
δG
δJ3̄+




In other words, θ[0] in this “picture” is:

θ[0] =

[
2a2̄D

−1
0̄+a2̄ 2a2̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

2a3̄D
−1
0̄+a2̄ −2a2̄ + 2a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

]
(94)
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Let us also explicitly write θ[2] in the same gauge:

{F,G}[2] =
∫
dτ+

[
δF

δJ2̄+
,
δF

δJ3̄+

] [
−D0̄+ + a3̄a

−1
2̄ a3̄ a3̄a

−1
2̄ D0̄+

D0̄+a
−1
2̄ a3̄ D0̄+a

−1
2̄ D0̄+

] 


δG
δJ2̄+
δG
δJ3̄+




The corresponding symplectic structure Ω[2] = (θ[2])−1 is:

Ω[2] = (θ[2])−1 = (95)

=
∫
dτ+ [δJ2̄+ , δJ3̄+]D

−1
0̄+

[
−D0̄+ a3̄
a3̄ a2̄ − a3̄D

−1
0̄+a3̄

]
D−1

0̄+

[
δJ2̄+
δJ3̄+

]

Now let us bring θ[−2] to the same gauge. Section 5.4 allows us to present {, }[−2]

as follows:

{F,G}[−2] =
∫
dτ+

[
δF

δJ2̄+
,
δF

δJ3̄+

] 
 θ

[−2]
2̄2̄ θ

[−2]
2̄3̄

θ
[−2]
3̄2̄ θ

[−2]
3̄3̄



[
δG/δJ2̄+
δG/δJ3̄+

]
(96)

where

θ
[−2]
2̄2̄ = −O2222 +O23322 +O22332 +O23232 −O233332

θ
[−2]
2̄3̄ = −O2223 −O2232 −O2322 + (97)

+O23332 +O23323 +O23233 +O22333 −O233333

θ
[−2]
3̄3̄ = O222 −O2233 −O2323 −O3232 −O3322 −O2332 −O3223 +

+O23333 +O32333 +O33233 +O33323 +O33332 −

−O333333

Here we introduced the notations Oj̄1 j̄2...j̄n:

Oj̄1j̄2j̄3...j̄n = aj̄1D
−1
0̄+aj̄2D

−1
0̄+aj̄3D

−1
0̄+ · · ·D−1

0̄+aj̄n (98)

The indices of O run over j̄ ∈ {2̄, 3̄}. An explicit computation using (95) and (94)
and (96) shows that

4θ[−2] = θ[0](θ[2])−1θ[0] (99)

We see that the Poisson bivector has the same structure as in the case of the string
in R× S2 considered in [16]:

θcan = θ[2] + θ[0] +
1

4
θ[0](θ[2])−1θ[0] (100)
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5.9 Poisson bracket and the monodromy matrix

The monodromy matrix can be defined as a path ordered exponential:

M(z)ab =
[
P exp

∫ ∞

−∞
dτ+

(
−zJ1+ − J0+ −

1

z
J3+ −

1

z2
J2+

)]ab
(101)

Although we are using the gauge J1+ = 0 we have included J1+ in the definition
of M for the convenience of notations; we will consider the variational derivative
δM
δJ1+

at J1+ = 0. The monodromy matrix (101) is a functional of the currents,
and we can calculate its Poisson brackets with the other functionals. Let us first
study the properties of the variational derivatives δM

δJ+(τ+)
. We will define δM

δJ+(τ+)

as a matrix such that

∫ +∞

−∞
dτ+ str δJ+

δMab

δJ+(τ+)
= δMab (102)

Consider the following identities:

D0+
δMab

δJ3+
+

[
J3+,

δMab

δJ2+

]
+

1

z4

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ1+

]
= 0 (103)

D0+
δMab

δJ2+
+

1

z4

[
J3+,

δMab

δJ1+

]
+

1

z4

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ0+

]
= 0 (104)

D0+
δMab

δJ1+
+

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ3+

]
+

[
J3+,

δMab

δJ0+

]
= 0 (105)

D0+
δMab

δJ0+
+

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ2+

]
+

[
J3+,

δMab

δJ3+

]
= 0 (106)

which follow from the invariance of (101) under the gauge transformations with
z-dependent parameters; for example (103) follows from the formula:

δα3

(
D0+ + zJ1+ +

1

z
J3+ +

1

z2
J2+

)
=
[
D0+ + zJ1+ +

1

z
J3+ +

1

z2
J2+ ,

1

z
α3

]

which should be understood as δα3
J3+ = D0+α3 and δα3

J1+ = 1
z4
[J2+, α3]. Notice

that (106) is the statement of g0̄ gauge invariance. Eqs. (103), (104) and (75)
imply:

{J2+,M
ab}[2] =

1

z4

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ0+

]
(107)

{J3+,M
ab}[2] = −

1

z4
D0+

δMab

δJ1+
(108)
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On the other hand Eqs. (93) imply:

{J2+,M
ab}[0] = −2

[
J2+,

δMab

δJ0+

]
(109)

{J3+,M
ab}[0] = 2D0+

δMab

δJ1+
(110)

These equations together with (104) imply that

M(z)ab is a Casimir functional of the Poisson bracket

{, }[0] + 2z4{, }[2] (111)

Notice that for z = 1 Eqs. (111) and (100) imply that M(1)ab is a Casimir
functional of the canonical Poisson bracket θstr. This is because at z = 1 the
transfer matrix P exp

∫
C dgg

−1 over the contour C is expressed in terms of the
string worldsheet fields at the endpoints of C.

This reasoning is rather formal, because we have not taken into account the
boundary terms. We have not studied the boundary conditions in this paper. But
we expect that with the boundary conditions properly taken into account, only
the traces trM(z) are Casimir functionals. This would imply that the traces of the
monodromy matrix are in involution with respect to all the compatible Poisson
brackets, see the last page of [41].

6 Geometrical meaning of the boost-invariant Pois-

son bracket

In this section we will give a geometrical description of the boost-invariant Poisson
bracket in the special case when the motion of the string is restricted to R× SN .

The classical string is equivalent to the nonlinear sigma-model (17) with the
Virasoro constraints (16). As we discussed in Section 2.3, through each point of
the string worldsheet pass two lightlike curves C+ and C− called characteristics. In
this section we will consider the projections of C+ and C− to S5, and also denote
them C+ and C−. The discussion in this section applies to SN for arbitrary N .

Let K+ and K− be the unit vectors on the worldsheet orthogonal to C+ and
C− respectively.
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Consider also the normal bundle N to Σ in SN . It consists of those vectors in TSN

which are orthogonal to TΣ. The rank of N is N − 2, for example for SN = S5

we get three normal vectors at each point of Σ. Let us consider the vector bundles
N ⊕K+ and N ⊕K−, both having the rank N − 1.

Let us restrict the standard Levi-Civita connection to N ⊕K+ and N ⊕K−. We
will denote the restricted connections ∇L and ∇R:

∇L = D0̄|N⊕K+

∇R = D0̄|N⊕K− (112)

“Restricted connection” means that, for example,

∇Lv = PN⊕K+D0̄ v

where v is a section of N ⊕K+ and PN⊕K+ is the projection on N ⊕K+ ⊂ TSN .
It is easy to verify that both ∇L and ∇R are flat connections:

[∇L
+,∇

L
−] = 0, [∇R

+,∇
R
−] = 0 (113)

This follows from the string worldsheet equations of motion.
Let us introduce some trivialization of N . A trivialization is a choice of N − 2

sections e1, . . . eN−2 of N which form an orthonormal system:

(ei, ej) = δij

Notice that the trivialization of N defines the trivializations of both N ⊕ K+

and N ⊕ K−. Indeed, to get an orthonormal system in N ⊕K+ we just add to
e1, . . .eN−2 the unit vector in K+.
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Having the trivializations N ⊕ K+ ≃ RN−1 and N ⊕ K− ≃ RN−1 we can
consider the monodromies of ∇L and ∇R. The monodromies are the orthogonal
matrices gL and gR satisfying the equations:

∇LgL = 0, ∇RgR = 0 (114)

With these notations, the boost-invariant symplectic structure is given by the
following formula:

Ω =
∮
[8δϕ ∗ dδϕ+ (115)

+tr
(
(δgLg

−1
L )δ(dgLg

−1
L )

)
− tr

(
(δgRg

−1
R )δ(dgRg

−1
R )

)]

where 2ϕ is the angle between C+ and C−. One can verify by an explicit calculation
that (115) does not depend on the choice of the contour, and on the choice of the
trivialization of N . To prove that Eq. (115) is equivalent to Eq. (85) we notice
that f is related to gL and gR in the following way:

f =

[
1 0
0 g−1

R

] 

cos 2ϕ − sin 2ϕ 0
sin 2ϕ cos 2ϕ 0
0 0 1



[
1 0
0 gL

]
(116)

Let us first choose a gauge so that J2̄− =




0 1 01×(N−1)

−1 0 01×(N−1)

0(N−1)×1 0(N−1)×1 0(N−1)×(N−1)


. In

this gauge J0̄+ =

(
02×2 02×(N−1)

0(N−1)×2 −∂+gRg
−1
R

)
because D0̄+J2̄− = 0. Now let us switch

to the gauge where J2̄+ =




0 1 01×(N−1)

−1 0 01×(N−1)

0(N−1)×1 0(N−1)×1 0(N−1)×(N−1)


. This requires the

gauge transformation




1 0 0 01×(N−2)

0 cos 2ϕ − sin 2ϕ 01×(N−2)

0 sin 2ϕ cos 2ϕ 01×(N−2)

0 0(N−2)×1 0(N−2)×1 1(N−2)×(N−2)


. Finally, the gauge

transformation

(
12×2 02×(N−1)

0(N−1)×2 gL

)
brings us to the normal frame.

Eq. (116) allows us to prove Eq. (115) using the Polyakov-Wiegmann type of
identities. Let us denote:

f−1
R =

[
1 0
0 g−1

R

]
, f−1

2ϕ =



cos 2ϕ − sin 2ϕ 0
sin 2ϕ cos 2ϕ 0
0 0 1


 , fL =

[
1 0
0 gL

]
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We now have f = f−1
R f−1

2ϕ fL. Using the fact that dff−1 is of the form

dff−1 =




0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0 0




we can show that:

tr
(
δ(fRf)(fRf)

−1 δ(∂+(fRf)(fRf)
−1
)

= tr
(
δfRf

−1 δ(∂+fRf
−1
R )

)
+

+tr
(
δff−1 δ(∂+ff

−1)
)
+

+∂+tr
(
δff−1f−1

R δfR
)

(117)

On the other hand this is equal to:

tr
(
δ(f−1

2ϕ fL)f
−1
L f2ϕδ(∂+(f

−1
2ϕ fL)f

−1
L f2ϕ)

)
= tr

(
f−1
2ϕ δf2ϕδ(f

−1
2ϕ ∂+f2ϕ)

)
+

+tr
(
δfLf

−1
L δ(∂+fLf

−1
L )

)

This equation and Eq.(117) imply that the symplectic structure (115) is on the
light cone equal to the first term in (90):

∫
dτ+tr

(
δff−1δ(∂+ff

−1)
)

(118)

It would be interesting to find a similar geometrical interpretation for the sym-
plectic structure (90) of the full superstring in AdS5 × S5.
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